Miami Whitewater Forest Area F

Area C 108 acres
1 Hunter per session
Parking F-2
1 Vehicles
Parking O 1 Vehicles
Area O 70 acres
1 Hunter per session
Area P 53 acres
1 Hunter per session
Parking F-P
2 Vehicles
Parking F-M
3 Vehicles
Area S 35 acres
1 Hunter per session
Area F 313 acres
5 Hunters per session
Area I 90 acres
2 Hunters per session
Area M 45 acres
2 Hunters per session
Parking F-3
2 Vehicles
Parking F-P
2 Vehicles
Parking F-2
1 Vehicles
Parking F-M
3 Vehicles

1:11,269

Coordinator:
Sam Rudolf
812-212-0494
srudolf@yahoo.com

*Maps are subject to change but will be finalized before qualifications